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Hi Everyone,
Another year bites the dust!
It’s been a busy one so we are rewarding ourselves with a staff lunch and will be closing at 1:00 pm on Friday December 20th.
We close for Christmas at:

12:00 on Tuesday December 24th.

We will be open from:

9:00 – 12:00 on December 27th, 30th and the 31st and January 3rd.

Normal business hours resume on: January 6th.
We would like to thank you for your business in 2019 and wish you all a Happy Christmas and a prosperous 2020.
The Akasha Team
FEATURED TITLES
SACRED PLANT MEDICINE
OF AOTEAROA
VOLUME 1

LIGHT SEERS
TAROT DECK
by Chris-Anne Donnelly
RRP:$48.00
9781401958039
Hay House
Cards

by Franchelle Ofsoske-Wyber
RRP:$79.00
9780473496999
Vanterra House Publishing
Paperback
471 pages
Completely Revised and Expanded Second Edition
In this ground-breaking book, you will discover the world’s first totally integrated and comprehensive natural non-intrusive holistic therapy system that works with the power of nature
and the quantum world of vibrational medicine. You will learn how to restore and maintain
holistic wellbeing using the award winning First Light® range of flower essences made with
plants from the ancient forests of New Zealand.

Successfully Kickstarted in 2018, this 78-card tarot deck featuring a friendly "boho sunshine" aesthetic is a healing tool and guide to explore both the dark and light sides of our
nature. By reimagining the traditional tarot archetypes and symbols in a bohemian, contemporary style, The LIGHT SEER'S TAROT DECK expresses the light and dark sides of your
nature and teaches the lessons that can be learned from both. The expressive people and
symbols depicted on each of the 78 cards tell stories, ask questions, and provide answers.

CARDS
EVERYDAY
PEACE CARDS

HEALING
MANTRA DECK

by Thich Nhat Hanh
RRP:$37.00
9781611807721
Shambhala Publications
Cards

by Matt Kahn
RRP:$38.00
9781401957674
Hay House
Cards

Inspiring, joyful, and deeply insightful, this deck of cards offers 108 contemplations from one
of today's most important spiritual teachers. Thich Nhat Hanh's powerful and transformative words of wisdom bring you accessible teachings and daily opportunities to make peace
with yourself, those around you, and the earth. EVERYDAY PEACE CARDS show us that
when we come back to ourselves and stay grounded in the present moment, we can handle
even the most challenging of situations and peace becomes possible.

MISTS OF AVALON
ORACLE CARDS
by Rose Inserra (Auth)
& Nadia Turner (Illust)
RRP:$35.00
9781925682052
Rockpool Publishing
Cards
This stunning deck captures the true essence of the mystery of Avalon, empowering you to
self-discovery on your soul quest. It is a transformational experience for those who are
ready to follow their true spiritual path in the ways of the Avalon goddesses and priestesses. Call on the energy of Avalon to provide insight, clarity and guidance for your life now
and to illuminate the way forward. Become part of the magic and myth of Avalon!

This card deck from gifted healer and intuitive Matt Kahn contains 52 channelled mantras
that have been encoded with healing energy, to realign your mind, body, heart, and soul. In
this deck, users will strengthen their connection to the Universe, and a remembrance of
their innate wholeness and perfection. Mantras include- The light is always within me I was
born of infinite joy I am worthy of all the pleasure my heart desires. My intuition flows whenever I am still Abundance is my birth right, and I receive it now and more!

YOGIC PATH
ORACLE DECK
AND GUIDEBOOK
by Sahara Rose Ketabi
RRP:$75.00
9781465483706
Alpha Books
Boxed Set
Steeped in the wisdom of the Vedas, this ancient yet visionary deck is a tool to access your
yogic intuition. Each card represents aspects of the self, symbolized by sacred figures and
concepts that are integral to yoga and Ayurveda. Illuminated by ethereal artwork, the cards
provide insight into the present and guidance for the future, connecting you to your inner
wisdom and unlocking a deeper understanding of self.
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NEW BOOK TITLES
DALAI LAMAS CAT
AND THE FOUR PAWS
OF SPIRITUAL SUCCESS

CRYSTAL GRID
SECRETS
by Nicola McIntosh
RRP:$35.00
9781925682076
Rockpool Publishing
Paperback
220 pages

by David Michie
RRP:$24.00
9781401959456
Hay House
Paperback
223 pages

Perfect for the novice to the highly experienced, plant medicine healer and crystal
shaman, Nicola McIntosh, shares her blend of nature wisdom and the power of using
sacred crystals to create a greater purpose for energy healing - connecting to the divine
source of life. Featuring a systematic approach to crystal grids and sacred rituals to
invoke real, powerful changes in your life for specific goals and purposes, CRYSTAL
GRID SECRETS is an awakening for a new generation of crystal healers.

When the Dalai Lama’s inner circle is set the task of providing His Holiness with a book
he can give his visitors, an unexpected volunteer stretches out her paws. The book is to
summarise the four key elements of Tibetan Buddhism - and, importantly, to communicate how it feels to be in the profoundly reassuring presence of His Holiness. Who
better to do this than his much-loved feline?

YOUR ASTROLOGICAL
COOKBOOK

YOUR 40 DAY
TRANSFORMATION

by Catherine Urban
RRP:$35.00
9781507211113
Adams Media Corp
Flag String
288 pages

by Janella Purcell
RRP:$37.00
9781401959708
Hay House
Paperback
Pages TBC

Get inspired by these food recommendations catered to every astrological sign's key
qualities and personality traits to ensure that you cook the perfect meal for everyone.
This cookbook offers simple guidelines to adding astrology-based dishes to your menu.
Whether you're whipping up an indulgent pasta for your Taurus friend or adding a little
spiciness to your signature dish to make your bold Aries attitude stand out, YOUR
ASTROLOGICAL COOKBOOK has your ideal meal for breakfast, lunch, and dinner.

Drawing on her years of experience as a nutritionist, naturopath and wholefood chef,
Janella Purcell offers simple and approachable information on the many health challenges women are facing, and the natural solutions to treat them. When we allow our
bodies time and the right circumstances to do its job, healing will most often occur
naturally. YOUR 40-DAY TRANSFORMATION offers a reset program that includes
recipes, monthly planners and strategies to achieve your optimal health.

ESSENTIAL OILS
FOR THE WHOLE BODY

EVOLUTIONARY
EMPATH

by Heather Dawn Godfrey
RRP:$43.00
9781620558713
Healing Arts Press
Paperback
320 pages

by Rev. Stephanie Red Feather
RRP:$30.00
9781591433507
Bear & Co
Paperback
320 pages

Focusing on 15 essential oils that form a safe and effective “tool kit” for treating a broad
range of ailments and conditions, from acne, anxiety, and asthma to psoriasis, shingles,
and painful periods, Heather Dawn Godfrey explores how these essential oils complement and support each other’s healing properties and can be blended together to offer
dynamic, customizable treatments for each unique individual.

Affirming that being an empath is a real thing and you are not alone in your experience
of the world, Rev Stephanie Red Feather offers practical exercises to help you understand, control, and fully manifest your gifts. She explains how to clear your energy field,
stop energy leaks, and reclaim your sense of self. She warns of the pitfalls of being an
empath, and stresses the importance of embracing both the Divine Masculine, to create
boundaries and safety, as well as the Divine Feminine.

WONDER
OF UNICORNS
New Edition

MAMA
RISING
by Amy Taylor-Kabbaz
RRP:$26.00
9781401958985
Hay House
Paperback
257 pages

by Diana Cooper
RRP:$33.00
9781620559833
Findhorn Press
Paperback
224 pages

Amy Taylor-Kabbaz’s background as a journalist set her on the path to uncover all that
she could about the latest research on matrescence, the transition a woman undergoes
when she becomes a mother. She now shares what she’s learned in the hope that it will
help you navigate this stage of your life. MAMA RISING includes interviews with experts, case studies and Amy’s own tried-and-tested advice on how to reconnect with the
woman you are underneath all that washing, cleaning and caring.

In THE WONDER OF UNICORNS Diana Cooper explains ancient myths and legends
of these amazing energetic beings from a higher spiritual perspective. Who are they,
these seventh-dimensional creatures of myth and magic? Where do they stand in the
angelic hierarchy and what is their role with regard to us humans? How can you meet
and engage with them as an individual?
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